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This article uses methods drawn from perceptual psychology to answer a basic social psychological
question: Do people process the faces of norm violators differently from those of others—and, if so, what
is the functional significance? Seven studies suggest that people process these faces different and the
differential processing makes it easier to punish norm violators. Studies 1 and 2 use a recognition-recall
paradigm that manipulated facial-inversion and spatial frequency to show that people rely upon facetypical processing less when they perceive norm violators’ faces. Study 3 uses a facial composite task to
demonstrate that the effect is actor dependent, not action dependent, and to suggest that configural
processing is the mechanism of perceptual change. Studies 4 and 5 use offset faces to show that
configural processing is only attenuated when they belong to perpetrators who are culpable. Studies 6 and
7 show that people find it easier to punish inverted faces and harder to punish faces displayed in low
spatial frequency. Taken together, these data suggest a bidirectional flow of causality between lowerorder perceptual and higher-order cognitive processes in norm enforcement.
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propose that through this process perceptual dehumanization
facilitates response differentiation. We test these hypothesizes
in the domain of punishment.

This article uses concepts, methods, and findings from perceptual psychology to define— conceptually and operationally—a new social psychological construct: perceptual dehumanization. Our analytical starting point is that humans are a deeply
social species and that navigating the human social world
requires response flexibility: a capacity to treat different types
of people differently. This assumption implies there would be
adaptive value to mechanisms that facilitate social response
differentiation. Combining this functionalist perspective with
empirical work on the centrality of face perception in social
interaction (Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000), we hypothesize a causal chain linking social information, visual perception,
and social behavior. The first link posits that the engagement of
face-typical perceptual processing can be reduced by social
cues signaling that the human being in question poses a threat
to the social order and deserves harsh treatment. The second
link suggests that the disruption of face-specific processing
makes it easier for people to support harsh treatment. We

Face-Specific Processing
A preference for face-like stimuli appears to be innate. Babies
react to facial distress (Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, & Morton,
1991) and newborns preferentially orient toward stimuli with
face-like first-order relations (Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, & Morton, 1991; Mondloch, Lewis, Budreau, Maurer, Dannemiller, Stephens, & Kleiner-Gathercoal, 1999). As adults, humans can recognize an inordinate number of individuals quickly, even when
these individuals have different hairstyles, are presented from
different viewpoints, in different lighting, or are even of different
ages, that is, unless face typical processing is in some way disrupted (Ellis, Bruce, & De Schonen, 1992; Johnson, 2005). Put
more reductively, face recognition stands out among humans’
perceptual skills. This skill in recognizing faces is often attributed
to specialized processing (Richler, Cheung, & Gauthier, 2011).
A large body of evidence suggests that face and object recognition involve qualitatively different processes—with faces eliciting more holistic and configural processing (i.e., as an integrated
precept and based on the relationship between parts) and objects
more analytical processing (i.e., attribute-based; Avidan, Tanzer,
& Behrmann, 2011; Farah, Levinson, & Klein, 1995; Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1995; Kanwisher, Tong, & Nakayama,
1998; Richler, Cheung, & Gauthier, 2011).
There are two competing modular accounts that explain the
marked skills associated with face processing. The specific or
encapsulated modularity account suggests that holistic processing
developed to facilitate the processing of faces and that only face
stimuli elicit holistic processing (Haxby et al., 2001; Haxby, Hoff-
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man & Gobbini, 2000; Kanwisher, Downing, Epstein, & Kourtzi,
2001; Treisman & Kanwisher, 1998). This argument builds upon
the premise that as a highly social species, facial recognition is
particularly important to humans and, therefore, humans (and
some primates) have acquired specialized mechanisms to recognize other’s faces (Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000).
The domain general or unencapsulated modularity account (also
known as expertise theory) suggests that holistic processing represents a more general strategy (Bukach, Gauthier, & Tarr, 2006).
Studies supporting this domain-general or expertise argument suggest that face-typical processing could theoretically occur across
an unbounded number of categories if the viewer has perceptual
expertise and the targets require within category discrimination of
complex stimuli (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Gauthier & Tarr, 1997;
Gauthier, Williams, Tarr, & Tanaka, 1998). Past work has shown
that putatively face-typical processing mechanisms can occur for
categories such as birds, cars, dogs, and even novel object classes
such as Greebles (Gauthier et al., 2000; Gauthier, Tarr, Anderson,
Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999). While the domain general account
suggests that face-typical processing may occur for more stimuli
than just faces, both accounts maintain that faces should elicit face
typical processing.
Although face perception research has thus far focused primarily on the stimulus features, social features may play an important
role as well. If face perception emerged because of social needs,
there is little reason to believe face specific processing occurs
independently of selection pressures in the social world. An
emerging body of work suggests that there are numerous instances
where social information leads to attenuations in the typical processing of faces (Kelly, Quinn, Slater, Lee, Ge, & Pascalis, 2007;
Michel, Rossion, Han, Chung, & Caldara, 2006; Van Bavel,
Packer, & Cunningham, 2011).
For example, group affiliation appears to moderate the perceptual processes a face engages. While many studies have
shown that same-race faces are processed more “typically” than
other-race faces (e.g., Michel et al., 2006), recent work suggests
the difference is not only because of expertise as it occurs when
the physical features of the face are held constant. For example,
MacLin and Malpass (2001, 2003) documented differences in
the processing of the same racially ambiguous face when it was
believed to belong to a member of the same race. Moreover,
group affiliation alone appears sufficient to elicit changes in
processing (Bernstein, Young, & Hugenberg, 2007); minor
indications of groups, such as university affiliation, have attenuated the facial inversion effect.1
However, this line of research has yet to explore the social
functions of these changes. Face-typical processing marks the
perceptual categorization of one human being by another as
human (Hugenberg et al., 2015). Anything disrupting that processing can cause perceptual dehumanization.2 And just as
work on dehumanization in the classic sense has stressed the
social functions of denials of humanity (e.g., Bandura, 1999;
Haslam, 2006; Kelman, 1973; Opotow, 1990), we suggest that
perceptual dehumanization can facilitate social goals. Figure 1
identifies the two process linkages that define perceptual dehumanization: social attitudes alter perceptual processing that in
turn influences social behavior.

A Social-Functionalist Framework for Attenuations in
Face Perception
Although we have argued that face processing is a distinct
perceptual phenomenon with deep implications for social interactions, we have not specified the functionalist preconditions for
attenuations of face processing— or the consequences of such
reductions. We predict that perceptual changes will facilitate response differentiation that supports the social order. And these
changes are especially likely when we see people who threaten the
social order and who, in revealing common parlance, “need to be
punished.”
We suggest that these targets of punitiveness provide a useful
lens for viewing the workings of perceptual dehumanization. Punishment is a cross-cultural universal that invariably involves inflicting harm on a fellow human being and justifying that act as in
defense of the social order (Aberle et al., 1950; Tetlock, 2002).
Many scholars have argued that the ability to detect and punish
cheaters is essential to maintaining all social systems and the act of
punishment itself reifies the social order (Durkheim, 2008; Fehr &
Fischbacher, 2004; Fehr & Gächter, 2000; Tetlock et al., 2007). In
this view, maintaining social order requires a human capacity to
punish. Although prior work suggests there are automatic mechanisms for detecting norm violators (Cosmides, Barrett, & Tooby,
2010; Cosmides & Tooby, 1992), that work has not examined the
mechanisms that facilitate punishment itself. The theory of perceptual dehumanization fills this void by specifying such a mechanism.
Second, punitive behavior is inherently coercive and strikingly
different from most human social interactions (Foucault, 1978;
Pinker, 2011) which place a premium on voluntary cooperation
(Loewenstein & Small, 2007). All of which raises the question:
how do humans manage to engage so frequently in behavior that,
were it not collectively sanctioned, would be regarded as profoundly antisocial? However, for the imprimatur of the state,
jailing would be seen as kidnapping and execution as murder. This
disconnect is easiest to observe in the disgust people express for
the punitive practices of other cultures (e.g., American attitudes
toward Sharia law or European attitudes toward the U.S. penal
system) and perhaps the strongest disconnects emerge from our
own disgust for historical punitive practices:
1
There is a long history, beginning with the “new look,” (Bruner, 1957),
which suggests social processes can alter perceptual ones. Past work
linking social phenomena and perception has focused on the perceptual
mechanisms underlying these changes. This article uses concepts, methods,
and findings drawn from perceptual psychology to help us conceptually
and operationally define a new social psychological construct, perceptual
dehumanization. It does not claim to advance a new theory of face-typical
processing— or to be a contribution to our understanding of basic perceptual processes beyond the point that such processes can be as affected by
social cues and the social functional context within which faces are
embedded.
2
On purely logical grounds, perpetual dehumanization is a form of
dehumanization. Perceptual dehumanization is defined as any atypical
processing of faces. While, the specific perceptual mechanisms that are
being disturbed are an interesting and potentially important question, the
construct itself is defined as denial of human like processing. Although,
there important questions about how this basic form of dehumanization
may relate to more explicit forms of dehumanization, and they are a very
interesting topic for future research, they are not the focus of the present
article.
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A visualization of the two causal links that support the theory of perceptual dehumanization.

On 1 March 1757 Damiens the regicide was condemned “to make the
amende honorable [. . .] the flesh will be torn from his breasts, arms,
thighs and calves with red-hot pincers, his right hand, holding the
knife with which he committed the said parricide, burnt with sulfur,
and, on those places where the flesh will be torn away, poured molten
lead, boiling oil, burning resin, wax and sulfur melted together and
then his body drawn and quartered by four horses and his limbs and
body consumed by fire, reduced to ashes and his ashes thrown to the
winds” (Foucault, 1978, P.1).

Although modern readers of Discipline and Punishment recoil
from its lurid descriptions, the account was taken from the popular
paper Gazette d’Amsterdam—to say nothing of the vast crowd
who gathered to see the spectacle. In highlighting the disconnect
between historic and modern punitive attitudes, Foucault’s account
raises the question: what mental mechanisms allow a highly cooperative and social species to become indifferent to (or even
enjoy) the suffering of others? This article cannot fully solve this
social-functionalist puzzle but it does begin the process of assembling certain promising pieces.
Our inquiry centers on face perception: Do people process the
faces of norm violators differently from those of others? And, if so,
what is the functional significance of this differential processing?
Does it make it easier to punish norm violators? To test the theory
of perceptual dehumanization and establish this functionalist relationship, it is equally important to establish that changes in perception translate into changes in behavior and that changes in the
social standing of human beings translate into changes in perception. We test the two parts of this theory separately, in two series
of studies.

Overview of Studies
Series 1 establishes that the desire to punish leads to an attenuation in face typical processing. In this series of studies, the
dependent variables build on work on face processing and vary
across studies to establish convergent validity and explore potential mechanisms. The independent variables build on work on
punishment and aim to isolate punitive motives from other negative sentiments.
Studies 1 and 2 demonstrate an inhibition in the typical processing of perpetrators’ faces. These studies use complementary
methodological approaches. Study 1 decreases face-typical processing using facial inversion, whereas Study 2 increases facetypical processing using a low spatial frequency filter. By manipulating face-typical processing in opposite directions, we can rule
out artifacts such as floor and ceiling effects.
Studies 3, 4, and 5 establish that: (a) punitive motives drive
changes in face processing and; (b) configural processing is one of

the mechanisms underlying perceptual changes. Study 3 rules out
the valence of the action as a potential confound. It does so by
holding the action constant and then identifying the face as that of
either the victim or the perpetrator. If perceptual dehumanization
effects are driven by punitive motives, one should observe less
face-typical processing for the perpetrators than for the victims of
any given action. Face-typical processing is measured using a
facial-composite task, which more clearly isolates changes in
configural processing from other possible perceptual mechanisms.
Studies 4 and 5 test the link between perceptual dehumanization
and punishment by applying the culpable control model (Alicke,
2000; Alicke, Rose, & Bloom, 2011). It is well established that
blame is a necessary condition for punishment. Therefore, perceptual dehumanization should occur when people see the perpetrator
of the harm as blameworthy. As in other models of blame, the
culpable control model posits blame to be rooted in volitional
control. Therefore, Study 4 manipulates blame by varying whether
the actions are intentional or unintentional and Study 5 manipulates blame by varying whether the perpetrator had the geneticneurological capacity to act otherwise. Studies 4 and 5 both use
facial offsetting to show as conclusively as possible that the
changes are because of attenuation in configural processing.
Across these studies, the theory of perceptual dehumanization
predicts a reduction in indicators of face-specific processing of
perpetrators. This means we should consistently observe an interaction between the mechanisms of face typical processing and the
social information on whether the target individual deserves to be
harmed (in this case, punishment).3 If we consistently observe
attenuations in face-typical processing it would suggest social
information can attenuate face perception, supporting our first link.
Series 2 establishes that reductions in face typical processing
translate into increased punitiveness. The dependent variables of
these studies build on social psychological work on punishment
and measure changes in punitive drive. The independent variables
build on perceptual work on face processing. Study 6 asks people
3
Specifically, we predict that manipulations that decrease face-typical
processing will have a smaller effect when the faces are associated with
norm violators. Conversely, manipulations that increase face-typical processing will have a larger effect when the faces are associated with norm
violators. However, we do not make a prediction about how this interaction
will occur (e.g., greater accuracy at identifying the inverted faces of norm
violators vs. reduced accuracy at identifying the upright faces of norm
violators), we are merely predicting that an interaction will occur. Moreover, given that different manipulations of punitiveness may alter the
salience of the norm violators relative to control conditions, it is possible
that the interaction will work differently in different studies. However,
what is relevant to our hypothesis is the interaction between face processing and manipulations of punitive sentiments.
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to make punishment judgments for upright and inverted faces.
Study 7 asks them to make punishment judgments for low and
normal spatial frequency faces. As in Studies 1 and 2, this
complementary-methodology approach was taken to rule out
changes because of measurement artifacts (floor and ceiling effects)— but also to minimize demand effects (e.g., subjects might
infer they were “supposed to” treat people whose faces were
presented in unusual ways more harshly). In aggregate, these
studies document the functional links among observer goals, target
behavior, and face processing.
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Series 1
Studies 1 through 5 use a multimethod array of techniques to
answer: Do people process the faces of norm violators differently
from other faces? These studies test the hypothesis that the desire
to punish an individual inhibits face typical processing, that is, the
face is perceptually dehumanized. Study 1 and 2 test this idea by
exploring whether markers of typical face perception interact with
negative social cues that would typically induce observers to feel
that a target actor deserves to be punished.

Study 1
The theory of perceptual dehumanization predicts that the faces
of norm violators are perceived differently from those of others.
Study 1 uses the facial inversion effect to gauge the degree to
which information about prior behavior inhibits face-typical processing. The facial-inversion effect illustrates face-typical processing: a 180 degree rotation of faces impairs recognition much more
than a 180 degree rotation of comparably complex nonface objects
(Farah, Tanaka, & Drain, 1995; Scapinello & Yarmey, 1970;
Yarmey, 1971). An inhibition of the inversion effect suggests a
disruption of face-typical processing. Our theory predicts a reduc-

tion in the face-inversion effect for faces linked to negative but not
positive actions.
Method.
Participants. Participants were 48 (28 men and 20 women)
students at a northeastern university who participated in partial
fulfillment of a course requirement. Data was collected over a
2-week period. Sample size was determined by the number of
students who volunteered to participate in the 12 days between the
study posting and the end of the term. The average age of participation was 20.4 (SD ⫽ .9) and average political ideology leaned
liberal (M ⫽ 5.2 on a 7-point scale).
Stimuli. Seventy-two face stimuli were taken from Ballew and
Todorov (2007). Our images were restricted to White male runner-ups
in gubernatorial elections. Images were cropped to 150 ⫻ 215 pixels,
placed on a standard background, and converted to grayscale.
Procedure. We used a recognition memory task to measure
perceptual dehumanization. For every participant, the experiment
consisted of six blocks, each consisting of 12 face-action associations. As Figure 2 shows, each block consisted of a study phase
and a test phase. In three blocks, faces appeared upright during
both the study and test phases; in three blocks, the faces appeared
as inverted during both the study and test phases.
In the study phase, participants learned 12 face-action pairings
by simultaneously seeing a single face (either upright or inverted)
and a single action on a screen for 8.5 s. Participants were told the
individual in the photograph had performed the action described
below the photograph. During the test phase, actions appeared
serially below the face array, and the participant identified the face
originally linked to the action in the learning phase from the array.
Participants were asked to identify the correct face from the array
by indicating the number associated with the face. Face arrays
were created by randomly assigning each of the 12 faces a number.

Figure 2. A description of the procedure used in Study 1. In the learning phase individuals saw 12 face-action
pairings. In the testing phase, individuals saw the 12 actions appear below the faces. Participants saw three
blocks of upright faces and three blocks of inverted faces.
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Actions systematically varied in moral valence. Negative actions, norm violations, were restricted to actions punishable by five
or more years in prison according to mandatory minimum sentencing guidelines. Whenever possible, the greater salience of negative
things (Rozin & Royzman, 2001), we defined positive actions as
intentional actions that resulted in 2 to 3 times the positive impact
as the negative actions caused harm. For example, a negative
action of stealing $10,000 dollars would be paired with a positive
action of donating $30,000, or murdering one individual was
paired with saving the lives of two individuals. Neutral actions
were defined as actions that had no obvious impact on others. For
example, “wore a blue shirt to dinner.”
To control for difficulty or learning effects, the order of blocks
was randomized across participants. Faces and actions were randomly assigned to one of six blocks. For each participant, the order
of faces was randomly determined within each block. When any
specific face appeared, the action associated with that face was
randomly determined. Actions were shown in a random order
below an array consisting of all 12 faces. This structure of randomization allowed us to control for three potential biases: (a)
order effects; (b) bias because of a specific face; (c) bias because
of a face-action pairing.
After completing the memory task, participants were asked their
sex, age, and political beliefs. All measures and conditions are
reported here.
Results. All participants were included in the data analysis.
We hypothesized an interaction between the facial processing
manipulations and the valence of the action; therefore, we conducted a 2 (orientation: upright, inverted) ⫻ 3(valence: positive,
neutral, and negative) repeated measure analysis of variance
(ANOVA), using the average response accuracy for each of the six
act-face combinations. Results replicated the face inversion effect—participants were more accurate at identifying upright (M ⫽
.61, SD ⫽ .22) than inverted faces (M ⫽ .48, SD ⫽ .27) F(1, 43) ⫽
33.4, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .41.
The hypothesized interaction between the orientation of the face
and the valence of the action also emerged, F(2, 43) ⫽ 4.09, p ⬍
.05, 2p ⫽ .15. Participants were more accurate at identifying
inverted faces paired with negative actions (M ⫽ .54, SD ⫽ .23)
than with positive actions (M ⫽ .45, SD ⫽ .20), t(46) ⫽ 4.4, p ⬍
.001, d= ⫽ .41 or neutral actions (M ⫽ .45, SD ⫽ .21), t(46) ⫽ 2.9,
p ⬍ .002, d= ⫽ .40. More important, they were not more accurate
at identifying upright faces paired with negative actions (M ⫽ .59,
SD ⫽ .22) than with positive actions (M ⫽ .61, SD ⫽ .23), t(46) ⫽
.2, p ⫽ .42 or neutral actions (M ⫽ .59, SD ⫽ .23), t(46) ⫽ 1.58,
p ⫽ .94. This pattern of results shows a reduced inversion effect
for faces linked to negative actions.
Discussion. The reduction in the facial-inversion effect, as
shown by the interaction between valence and orientation, suggests
that participants were no longer processing the faces of perpetrators of negative actions as they process other faces. Although these
results indicate a change in processing, we are not claiming to
have determined the specific perceptual mechanism underlying the
changes in processing. The specific mechanisms underlying the
facial inversion effect remain a topic of empirical debate (Sekuler,
Gaspar, Gold, & Bennett, 2004; Young, Hellawell, & Hay, 1987).
However, Study 1 suggests the faces of norm violators are perceived “differently” from those of others, and from a social psy-
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chological perspective, it is the very atypicality that matters most,
not the exact character of the perceptual mechanism.

Study 2
While Study 1 used an independent variable that impairs facetypical processing, Study 2 uses an independent variable that
impairs analytic (“object-typical”) processing. As a result, identifying the altered faces in Study 2 requires a greater reliance on
face-typical processing. Therefore, Study 2 allows us to test the
counterhypothesis that the improved accuracy scores in Study 1
were simply driven by increased effort or by measurement-scale
artifacts.
Featural information about specific aspects of faces (e.g., shape
of chin or nose) is finer grained than holistic or configural information. Therefore, removing high frequency spatial information
disproportionally degrades featural processing (Goffaux, Hault,
Michel, Vuong, & Rossion, 2005) relative to face-typical processing (e.g., configural). If individuals have difficulty processing the
faces of norm violators in face-typical ways, this manipulation
should reduce their ability to identify faces paired with norm
violations (in contrast to the improvement in Study 1). We predict
that removing high-spatial-frequency information should reduce
the identifiability of the faces of severe norm violators relative to
others.
Method.
Participants. Participants were 208 (88 men and 120 women)
students at a northeastern university who participated in exchange
for payment. Data was collected over a 1-week period in the Wharton
Behavioral lab. Sample size was determined by the number of participants who signed up to participate during the five day interval the
study was scheduled to run. The average age of participants was 20.5
(SD ⫽ .9) and participants reported a liberal ideological leaning (M ⫽
5.0 on a 7-point scale).
Stimuli. Forty male faces with neutral expression were taken
from the KDEF database (Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). The
faces were Fourier transformed and multiplied by high-pass
Gaussian filters that preserved low (⬍8 cycles/face width) spatial
frequencies (see Figure 2). Full spectrum (FS) faces were also
used.
Procedure. We used a recognition memory task to measure
perceptual dehumanization. The experiment consisted of four
blocks, each consisting of 10 face-action associations. In two
blocks, the faces displayed were full spatial frequency, and in
two blocks the faces were low spatial frequency (i.e., blurry). In
each block participants completed a learning phase, followed by
visual distraction and then a testing phase. In the learning
phase, participants were told that they would learn of actions
that the individuals depicted in the photographs had performed,
and that their task was to learn to identify each individual by
their past behavior. Participants learned 10 face-action pairings
by simultaneously viewing a single face (either normal resolution or low spatial frequency) and a single action on screen for
12 s.
During the test phase, all 10 faces from the learning phase of the
block were displayed in a single array that remained on screen.
Actions appeared serially below the face array, and the participant
identified the face originally linked to the action in the learning
phase from the array. Face arrays were created by randomly
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assigning each of the 10 faces a number. Actions systematically
varied in moral valence as in Study1. Face and action randomization used the same method as Study 1. After completing the
memory task, participants were asked their sex, age, and political
beliefs. All measures and conditions are reported here.
Results. All participants were included in analysis. We hypothesized an interaction between spatial frequency and the valence of action associated with the face; therefore, we conducted a
2 (spatial frequency: low frequency, full frequency) ⫻ 3(valence:
positive, neutral, and negative) within-in subject ANOVA using
the average response accuracy for each of the six act-face combinations. Not surprisingly, given the reduction in identifying information, participants were more accurate at identifying face-action
pairings when faces were displayed at full spatial frequency (M ⫽
.74, SD ⫽ .25) than at low spatial frequency faces (M ⫽ .66, SD ⫽
.27), F(1, 205) ⫽ 58.2, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .48. Most relevant, the
hypothesized interaction between spatial frequency and valence
emerged, F(2, 204) ⫽ 38.8, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .19. As predicted,
participants were significantly less accurate at identifying low
spatial frequency faces paired with negative actions (M ⫽ .60,
SD ⫽ .28) than low spatial frequency faces paired with positive
actions (M ⫽ .69, SD ⫽ .25), t(207) ⫽ 2.79, p ⫽ .002, d= ⫽ .34
or neutral actions (M ⫽ .68, SD ⫽ .27) t(207) ⫽ 2.05, p ⫽ .007,
d= ⫽ .29. Alternatively, participants were no more accurate at
identifying full spatial frequency faces paired with negative actions (M ⫽ .74, SD ⫽ .27) than low spatial frequency faces paired
with positive actions (M ⫽ .70, SD ⫽ .25), t(207) ⫽ .07, p ⫽ .47
or neutral actions (M ⫽ .72, SD ⫽ .26), t(207) ⫽ .71, p ⫽ .76.
Discussion. Consistent with the theory of perceptual dehumanization, participants processed the faces of norm violators
differently from how they processed other faces. As predicted,
participants were more impaired when low frequency faces were
associated with negative actions than with neutral or positive
actions. As shown in Figure 3, the results follow the opposite
pattern as the results of Study 1 and thus rule out many artifactual
explanations.

Study 3
Studies 1 and 2 establish that the faces of perpetrators are
processed differently. However, they do so by manipulating the
valence of the action; this allows many features of the actions to
vary, any of which could trigger the change in processing. Studies
3, 4, and 5 test the hypothesized function of perceptual dehumanization by linking changes in processing to punitive motives more
specifically.
To establish that the desire to punish the perpetrator triggers
perceptual dehumanization, the valence of actions needs to be
controlled to rule out the possibility of a general negativity effect
on face processing. Study 3 excludes this potential confound. To
control for the negativity of the action but not the desire to punish,
we use the same actions and vary whether the face is associated
with the victim or the perpetrator of the harm. As a consequence,
any change in the processing of faces across conditions should be
because of differences in punitive motives, not the valence of the
action.
Study 3 also explores the perceptual mechanism behind the
changes observed in Studies 1 and 2. It uses the Face Composite
Task (FCT) that more clearly implicates a specific perceptual
impairment: configural processing. In the FCT, participants are
asked to identify if the top halves of two faces are the same or
different; however, the bottom halves associated with the sample
(the face participants learn) and target (the face participants match)
trials are always different. More important, when the top half is
combined with a different bottom half, it creates the impression of
a novel face. The composite image is a face that does not resemble
the original person depicted in the top or bottom portion of the
image; therefore, it is difficult to determine if the top-half is the
same or different. This effect is produced by configural processing
because it reduces participants’ ability to selectively attend to the
top half of the face when the composite face is presented as a
single face. However, when the top and bottom half are misaligned, configural processing is disrupted and participants can

Figure 3. The results of Studies 1 and 2 suggest faces of norm violators are processed atypically. Study 1
suggests that pairing faces with negative social information attenuates the effects of inversion. Study 2
demonstrates that pairing faces with negative acts magnifies the effect of high frequency spatial filters.
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more easily recognize the top half of the face. Therefore, it is
easier to identify if the top halves are the same when the two
halves are misaligned than when the two halves are fitted smoothly
together (Young et al., 1987). The difference in performance
across these two conditions indicates the effect of configural
processing.
The theory of perceptual dehumanization predicts a reduction in
the effect of offsetting faces when faces are linked to the perpetrators but not the victims of harm. A reduction in the effect of
facial offsetting would suggest that valence does not drive perceptual dehumanization and that part of the disruption in processing is
because of a failure to configurally processes the faces of perpetrators.
Method.
Participants. Participants were 53 (24 men and 29 women)
students at a northeastern university who participated in exchange
for partial fulfillment of a course requirement. Data was collected
over a 1-week period at the end of the semester. Sample size was
determined by signup.
Stimuli. Thirty-two White male face stimuli were taken from
the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015)
and used to form composites faces. All faces were fitted onto a
256 ⫻ 256 pixel white background and converted to greyscale. We
created composite faces by pairing the top half of a face with the
bottom half of another face. Luminance of the bottom half of each
face was adjusted to match the top half. To ensure same and
different trials were identical, only composite faces were used. We
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created offset faces by offsetting the bottom half of the face by 38
pixels. Each face appeared once as intact and once as offset.
Procedure. To provide social information about each target
face, we created a modified FCT. As in the standard facial composite task, subjects were instructed to attend only the top part of
the face and performed a perceptual matching task. The experiment was comprised of 32 experimental trials. Each trial included
reading a description of a harmful action and a matching task for
both the victim and the perpetrator of the action.
As Figure 4 shows, in our task, each trial began with a verbal
description of a crime on screen for 8500ms. In the description of
the crime, both the victim and perpetrator of the action were
identified by name. An example action is: “Dylan shot Jeff during
a robbery.” After reading the description, participants performed a
separate perceptual matching task for each of the actors as identified by name (e.g., “Dylan”) involved in the crime. Except for the
displayed name, the perceptual matching components of each trial
were standard. The matching task was performed separately for
each of the targets.
In each matching trial, participants judged whether the top half
of the target and sample face were the same or different. Specifically, after a 400 ms fixation, the target face and actor name
(randomly determined to be the victim or the perpetrator) appeared
and remained on screen for 600 ms. After a 1,000 ms interstimulus
interval, the sample face appeared for 800 ms. Participants had 750
ms to decide, as quickly and accurately as possible, whether the
top and bottom halves were the same or different. After a 400 ms

Dylan shot Jeff
during a
robbery

+
8000ms
Same?
600ms
Dylan
400ms

+
1000ms
800ms

+
600ms

Same?
Jeff

+

400ms

1000ms
800ms

Figure 4. The procedure used in Study 3. The order of the victim and perpetrator of the action were randomized
across participants. Participants indicated whether the top half of the faces matched by pressing a key.
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interstimulus interval, a second target face and name (if the first
name belonged to victim, the perpetrator’s name was used, or
vis-versa) appeared and remained on screen for 600 ms. After a
1,000 ms interstimulus interval, the sample face appeared for 800
ms. Again, subjects had 750 ms to decide whether these were the
same or different. The order of the perpetrator and victim was
counterbalanced.
The target and sample faces appeared at slightly different screen
locations, to avoid subjects comparing a specific location of the
display to perform the matching task. The participants expressed
their choice by pressing a key on the left side (“f”) or right side
(“j”) of the keyboard. Stickers with “S” for same or “D” for
different were placed on the respective keys. In half of the trials,
the top parts were identical for the sample and target face (demanding a “same” response). In the other half, the top differed for
the sample and target face (demanding a “different” response). The
bottom halves of the face always differed; however, this was
irrelevant to the participants’ task. Same-aligned and samemisaligned faces appeared twice as target faces: once in a same
trial, once in a different trial; therefore, each of the 32 target top
parts appeared approximately once in each condition.
Results. We hypothesized an interaction between alignment
and the actor associated with the face; therefore we conducted a 2
(alignment: intact, offset) ⫻ 2 (actor: victim, perpetrator) repeated
measure ANOVA using the sensitivity index for each of the four
act-face combinations. A sensitivity index provides the separation
between the means of the signal and the noise distributions, compared against the standard deviation of the noise distribution. We
used this measure to control for threshold effects.
Results of Study 3 were largely consistent with those of Studies
1 and 2. Replicating past work on configural processing, participants showed greater sensitivity at identifying the top half of offset
(M ⫽ .61, SD ⫽ 1.1) than intact faces (M ⫽ .26, SD ⫽ 1.3), F(1,
53) ⫽ 32.5, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .39. Participants had insignificantly
greater sensitivity at recognizing victims (M ⫽ .51, SD ⫽ 1.2) than
perpetrators (M ⫽ .37, SD ⫽ 1.2), F(1, 53) ⫽ 3.76, p ⫽ .058, 2p ⫽
.07.
Most important, there was a significant interaction between
action type and alignment F(2, 53) ⫽ 6.80, p ⫽ .01, 2p ⫽ .12. For
victims, participants showed a typical pattern of face perception,
with a greater sensitivity to the top half of offset faces (M ⫽ .80,
SD ⫽ 1.1) than intact faces (M ⫽ .43, SD ⫽ 1.2), t(52) ⫽ 2.78, p ⫽
.004, d= ⫽ .35. However, for perpetrators, participants showed an
abnormal pattern of face processing: they showed no more sensitivity to the top half of offset faces (M ⫽ .22, SD ⫽ 1.3) than intact
faces (M ⫽ .30, SD ⫽ 1.3), t(52) ⫽ 2.53, p ⫽ .99, d= ⫽ .07.
Discussion. We observed a reduction in the effect of facial
offsetting for the faces of perpetrators of harmful actions relative
to the faces of victims. Study 3 helps to resolve three interpretive
problems with the previous studies. First, the study controls for the
effect of valence. Because the action is the same across conditions,
the negativity of the action cannot drive the difference between
conditions. Second, by presenting the information about the actor
before displaying the face, the study controls for the time spent
looking at faces versus actions. Third, the study uses a perceptual
matching task rather than recall recognition; therefore, differences
across conditions cannot be driven by differences in recall.
Moreover, Study 3 begins to identify the perceptual mechanisms
underlying our effect. The facial composite task directly manipu-

lates configural processing. Therefore, changes in processing in
Study 3 can be more directly attributed to changes in configural
processing. However, it should be noted that this study used a
partial design. A partial design task is unbalanced because the top
half of the face is always different. Therefore, there is still a
potential problem with response bias (Gauthier & Bukach, 2007;
Richler, Cheung, & Gauthier, 2011). Here it is worth noting an
analytical difference between Studies 1 and 2 and Study 3. In
Studies 1 and 2, participants selected the face they believed to be
associated with a particular action. Participants cannot overidentify
perpetrators because a response bias would require a threshold
shift toward particular faces. By contrast, Study 3 is a perceptual
matching task. In this case, if participants were biased to overidentify perpetrators they could simply respond that the faces
match more frequently and, thus, response bias is a potential
concern. To avoid this confound, we use the sensitivity index (d=)
rather than accuracy.
Of interest to the authors, Study 3 showed that perceptual
dehumanization effects were mostly driven by greater sensitivity
to offset faces (or faces where processing was unimpaired), rather
than to faces where processing was impaired as in Studies 1 and 2.
Although our theory requires smaller effects of facial offsetting for
perpetrators than for victims of harm, it does not make predictions
about overall accuracy across conditions. Based on prior research,
which suggests that negative information disproportionally captures attention, one would predict that Studies 1 and 2 (that
contrast positive and negative information) may show the effect
via opposite pathways from Studies 3, 4, and 5 (that contrast
negative and negative information). This implies an overall effect
of negativity on attention (and performance) in Studies 1 and 2 that
is not present in Studies 3, 4 and 5 (because we controlled for it).
However, this phenomenon is not relevant to the theory of perceptual dehumanization, which predicts differential attenuations of
perceptual effects for which the theoretically relevant effect is the
interaction.

Study 4
Our core thesis is that attenuations in face-typical processing
facilitate punishment. But the attenuation of face typical processing should only occur for actors whom people desire to punish.
Although Study 3 demonstrates that perceptual dehumanization is
not driven by valence, there are other possible confounds. Studies
4 and 5 further test the link between perceptual dehumanization
and punishment using the culpable control model.
The phrase “culpable control” refers to the fact that the desire to
blame or find someone culpable requires assessments of mental
states and agentic control over outcomes (“mens rea” in the law).
The culpable control model specifies the conditions under which
individuals ascribe blame, such as whether situational pressures
(e.g., coercion, provocation) or personal incapacities (e.g., ignorance, mental illness) are sufficient to excuse wrongdoing (Alicke,
2000; Alicke, Rose, & Bloom, 2011). The model postulates that
one pathway through which culpability can be reduced is the link
between behavior and its consequences— or volitional control.
Study 4 directly manipulates volitional control by varying the
intention of the action. It measures changes in processing using the
FCT. The theory of perceptual dehumanization, therefore, predicts
a reduction in face-typical processing only when faces are linked
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to intentionally harmful actions. Therefore, we predict a reduction
in the effect of facial offsetting for faces associated with intentional rather than unintentional harm.
Method.
Participants. Participants were 204 (98 men and 106 women)
students at a northeastern university who participated in exchange
for payment. Data was collected over a 1-week period in the
Wharton Behavioral lab. Sample size was determined by signup.
The average age of participants was 20.5 (SD .9).
Stimuli. Sixteen White male face stimuli were taken from the
Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015) and
were used to form face composites. All faces were fitted onto a
256 ⫻ 256 pixel white background and converted to greyscale.
Luminance of the bottom half of each face was adjusted to match
the top half. Composite faces were used for both the sample and
target face. We created offset faces by offsetting the bottom half of
the face by 38 pixels. Each face appeared once as intact and once
as offset.
Procedure. Subjects performed a perceptual matching task in
which they indicated if the top halves of two faces matched. Before
each trial of the perceptual matching task, participants learned
about an intentional or unintentional harm the target perpetrated.
All that varied was the use of the word intentional versus
unintentional in descriptions of the act. For example, in the intentional condition the action read “Dylan intentionally shot his
brother while hunting” while in the unintentional harm condition
the action read, “Dylan unintentionally shot his brother while
hunting.” Which actions were associated with intentional and
unintentional harms were counterbalanced across participants.
After reading the action, participants performed a perceptual
recognition task. To ensure participants associated the face with
the action, the name of the actor appeared below the face (e.g.,
“Dylan”). Each trial began with the display of an action on screen
for 8,000 ms. After a 500 ms interstimulus interval, a face appeared on screen for 400 ms. After a 1,000 ms interstimulus
interval, the sample face appeared for 800 ms. Participants had 750
ms to decide, as fast and accurately as possible, whether the top
and bottom halves were the same or different.
To avoid subjects comparing a specific location of the display to
perform the matching task, the target and sample faces appeared at
slightly different screen locations. In half of the trials both the top
and bottom half of the target and sample face were aligned. In half
of the trials both the top and bottom half of the target and sample
face were misaligned. As in Experiment 3, the participants expressed their choice by pressing a left versus right key on a
keyboard placed in front of them. Same-aligned and samemisaligned faces appeared twice as target faces: once in a same
trial, and once in a different trial. Target and sample faces always
differed with regard to their bottom half. In half of the trials, the
top parts were identical (same). In the other half, both top and
bottom parts differed (different). Intentional and unintentional
actions, as well as aligned and misaligned trials were randomly
interleaved. The experiment comprised 32 experimental trials randomly mixed up across subjects.
Results. We hypothesized an interaction between alignment
and the actor’s intention; therefore, we conducted a 2 (alignment:
intact, offset) ⫻ 2 (action: intentional, accidental) repeated measure ANOVA using the sensitivity index for each of the four
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act-face combinations. Results of Study 4 were largely consistent
with those of Study 3.
Results suggest participants had greater sensitivity to recognizing the top half of offset faces (M ⫽ .91, SD ⫽ 1.3) than intact
faces (M ⫽ .46, SD ⫽ 1.1) F(1, 200) ⫽ 135.2, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ 1.14.
Participants displayed insignificantly greater sensitivity at identifying faces paired with unintentional (M ⫽ .72, SD ⫽ .9) than
intentional (M ⫽ .66, SD ⫽ 1.0) harms F(1, 200) ⫽ 2.076, p ⫽ .15.
As predicted, there was a significant interaction between action
type and alignment, F(2, 199) ⫽ 28.2, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .28. When
the action was unintentional, participants showed a typical pattern
of face perception: they showed greater sensitivity to offset faces
(M ⫽ 1.42, SD ⫽ 1.3) than intact faces (M ⫽ .34, SD ⫽ 1.1),
t(52) ⫽ 5.43, p ⬍ .001, d= ⫽ .86. When the action was intentional,
participants showed an atypical pattern of face perception: they did
not show a different sensitivity to offset (M ⫽ .66, SD ⫽ 1.3) faces
than intact (M ⫽ .44, SD ⫽ 1.3) faces, t(52) ⫽ .48, p ⫽ .83, d= ⫽
.17.
Discussion. In Study 4, we observe a reduction in the effect of
facial offset for the faces actors associated with intentional, but not
unintentional harm. This suggests that intentional harm leads to
changes in visual processing. Study 4 strengthens the claim that
perceptual dehumanization facilitates punitive action by linking
perceptual dehumanaztion to the desire to punish. Specifically
Study 4 suggests that culpability, a necessary precondition for
punishment, is a necessary condition for perceptual dehumanization as well.
As in Study 3, the effect was primarily driven by different
sensitivity to offset faces (where processing was unimpaired),
rather than faces where processing was impaired. Again, as previously discussed, this change is likely because of negativity
dominance and difference in attention across conditions across
studies. What remains important is that all studies have shown
greater attenuation of face-typical processing for harm-doers—and
Study 4 underscores that it needs to be intentional harmdoing.

Study 5
Study 5 provides convergent validity for the link between blame
and perceptual dehumanization. While Study 4 manipulated culpable control by manipulating whether the action was performed
accidentally or purposefully, Study 5 manipulates capacity constraints.
“Capacity” refers to the actor’s mental state or ability to have
acted otherwise. Past work on capacity constraints suggests that
the same action can be interpreted differently depending on beliefs
about the actor’s ability to have acted differently (Alicke, 2000). In
Study 5 we manipulate culpability by altering the degree to which
the perpetrators’ actions were genetically predetermined. In a
between-subjects fully counterbalanced design, we manipulated
participants’ beliefs about the perpetrator’s psychological capacity
to have acted otherwise. We predicted a reduction in face-typical
processing when faces are linked to actors who could have acted
otherwise, but not when their actions were believed to be genetically predetermined.
Method.
Participants. Participants were 126 (47 men and 79 women)
students at a northeastern university who participated in exchange
for course credit. Data was collected over a 2-week period. The
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average age of participation was 19.7 (SD 1.3) and the sample was
liberal (mean 4.7 on a 7-point scale).
Stimuli. Thirty-two face stimuli were taken from the KDEF
database (Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). Images were
cropped to 250 ⫻ 350 pixels and converted to grayscale.
Procedure. Before completing a recognition recall task, participants read an article documenting the contribution of genetic
and environmental factors to pedophiliac behavior relative to impulsive violent behavior. In one condition, pedophiliac behavior
was described as highly predetermined, and impulsive violent
behavior was described as highly controllable. In the other condition impulsive violent behavior was described as highly predetermined, and pedophiliac behavior was described as highly controllable. Following the passage, participants completed a reading
comprehension check. If they failed they were reshown the relevant information from the passage until they passed.
After completing the reading comprehension, participants completed the recognition recall task to measure perceptual dehumanization. In two blocks, faces were intact, and in two blocks faces
were offset. In each block, participants completed a learning phase
and then a testing phase. In the learning phase, participants learned
eight face-name pairings by simultaneously seeing a single face
(either intact or offset) and a single name on a screen for 8.5 s.
Preceding the display of the face, participants learned whether the
target had committed a pedophiliac or violent action through a
screen that displayed “This target has committed a pedophiliac
action” or “this target has committed an extremely violent action.”
Half of the individuals were described as pedophiliac whereas the
other half were described as violent. Action type and names were
randomly paired with faces.
During the test phase, all 8 faces from the learning phase of the
block were displayed in a single arrangement that remained on
screen. Names appeared serially below the face array, and the
participant identified the face originally linked to the name in the
learning phase. Display order in both the test and recall phase and
face-name pairings were fully randomized.
Results. We conducted a 2 (behavior: pedophiliac, violent) ⫻
2 (Offset: intact, Offset) ⫻ 2 (condition: pedophilia controllable,
violence controllable) mixed-model ANOVA using the average
response accuracy for each of the four behavior-face combinations.
Results indicate an effect of facial offsetting; participants were
more accurate at identifying intact (M ⫽ .64, SD ⫽ .22) than offset
(M ⫽ .52, SD ⫽ .25) faces F(1, 124) ⫽ 129.0, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .39.
There was also a main effect of behavior type; participants were
more accurate at identifying pedophiles (M ⫽ .64, SD ⫽ .21) than
violent individuals (M ⫽ .53, SD ⫽ .26), F(1, 124) ⫽ 33.598, p ⬍
.001, 2p ⫽ .22.
There was an unpredicted interaction between behavior type and
condition, F(1, 124) ⫽ 4.71, p ⫽ .03, 2p ⫽ .06. Participants were
more accurate at identifying pedophiles when they believed the
pedophiles were responsible for their actions (M ⫽ .68, SD ⫽ .21)
than when they were told pedophiles were not responsible for their
actions, (M ⫽ .60 SD ⫽ .21), t(128) ⫽ 1.94, p ⫽ .028, d= ⫽ .25.
The hypothesized higher-order interaction also emerged among
culpability prime, alignment and action F(3, 205) ⫽ 7.3, p ⫽ .007,
2p ⫽ .12. Reductions in facial offsetting were attenuated by
perceived psychological capacity constraints. When participants
believed pedophilia was because of a psychological capacity constraint, participants showed greater accuracy at identifying intact

(M ⫽ 74, SD ⫽ .02) than offset faces of pedophiles (M ⫽ .55,
SD ⫽ .02), t(52) ⫽ 3.76, p ⬍ .001, d= ⫽ .59; however, when
pedophilia was viewed as controllable, participants showed no
greater accuracy at identifying intact (M ⫽ .69, SD ⫽ .02) than
offset faces of pedophiles (M ⫽ .63, SD ⫽ .02) faces t(52) ⫽ .525,
p ⫽ .30. Conversely, when participants believed violent behavior
was because of a capacity constraint, they showed greater accuracy
at identifying intact (M ⫽ 55 ⫽, SD ⫽ .02) than offset faces of
violent actors (M ⫽ .39, SD ⫽ .02), t(52) ⫽ 2.8, p ⫽ .002, d= ⫽
.29; however, when the violent behavior was viewed as volitional,
participants showed no greater accuracy at identifying intact (M ⫽
.56, SD ⫽ .02) than offset faces of violent actors (M ⫽ .52, SD ⫽
.02), t(52) ⫽ 5.01, p ⬍ .001, d= ⫽ .67.
Discussion. Study 5 found a reduction in the effect of facial
offsetting only for actors who could control their actions. This
suggests that capacity constraints moderate changes in visual processing, that is, perceptual dehumanization. Study 5 strengthens
the claim that perceptual dehumanization facilitates punitive action
by further establishing the link between perceptual dehumanization and the desire to punish.
Note that Studies 3 and 4 used a paradigm, which captured the
effects of selective attention on configural processing. Therefore,
participants perform best when configural processing is inhibited.
By contrast, in Study 5 participants are responding the entire face.
Therefore, they perform base when engaging in face typical processing. Thus, disruptions in face typical process should reduce
accuracy. This suggests that the effects in these studies should run
in opposite directions. And they did: the main effects of offsetting
are consistently in opposite directions. The simple effects in the
studies reflect these patterns.
Moreover, because the actions are held constant across conditions, the effects cannot be because of either differences in valence, the action or the interpretation of the actions. These results
strengthen the claim that culpability, a necessary precondition for
punishment, is a necessary condition for perceptual dehumanization as well.

Series 2
Section 1 established a link between social cues and perceptual
processes. The results from Studies 1 to 5 suggest that changes in
punitive desire lead to changes in visual processing of faces.
Section 2 establishes a functional relationship between changes in
perceptual processes and changes in behavior by testing the hypothesis that reductions in face-typical processing facilitate punitive actions.
Studies 6 and 7 directly link perceptual dehumanization to an
increased willingness to punish by testing the impact of face
processing on punishment decisions. The independent variables,
are the face processing manipulations used in Study 1 (Inversion)
and Study 2 (Low Spatial Frequency). The dependent variable is a
logarithmic sentencing scale (Darley, Carlsmith, & Robinson,
2001) used to measure punitive drive in social psychological
research.
Our theory predicts that inversion, which decreases face-typical
processing, should increase punishment. Conversely, low spatial
frequency, which forces participants to engage in face-typical
processing, should decrease punishment. Because these studies
change face processing in opposite directions, when we take them
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together, we can establish that changes in punitive drives are
because of changes in visual processing, not alternative explanations.
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Study 6
Method.
Participants. Participants were 225 (125 men and 100
women) American workers on Mechanical Turk who participated
for $1.00 payment. Based upon funding constraints the sample size
was predetermined to be 225.
Stimuli. Thirty face stimuli were taken from Ballew and
Todorov (2007). Our images were restricted to while male gubernatorial runner-ups. Images were cropped to 150 ⫻ 215 pixels,
placed on a standard background, and converted to grayscale.
Procedure. Participants rated the appropriate punishment for
15 perpetrators with upright faces and 15 perpetrators with inverted faces on a unique 13-point scale adopted from the justiceresearch literature (Carlsmith, Darley, & Robinson, 2002; Darley
et al., 2001). The scale ranged from “No sentence” to “Death
sentence” with nonlinear intervals given in weeks, months, and
years of incarceration. The actions were taken from Studies 1 and
2. Therefore, the actions were preselected for sentences longer
than 5 years and used language from the federal sentencing guidelines. Examples include “Trafficking of $100,000 of drugs” and
“Sexual Exploitation of Minors for $50,000 profit.” The orientation of the faces was counterbalanced across participants.
At the beginning of the task, the participant received a message
from the experimenter apologizing for a programing glitch and
explaining that some of the faces may be displayed as upside
down. To avoid spurious face-action effects, the face-action pairings were randomly determined for each participant. Additionally,
the orientation of faces was randomly determined for each participant.
Results. We conducted a 2 (orientation: upright, inverted) ⫻ 2
(Block Order: Upright first, Inverted First) mixed model ANOVA
on punitiveness. There was a significant effect of inversion on
punitiveness, with inverted faces (M ⫽ 8.1, SD ⫽ .35) receiving
significantly harsher punishments than upright faces (M ⫽ 7.8,
SD ⫽ .37), F(1, 222) ⫽ 64.8, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .06. This suggests
inhibition of face typical processing facilitates punishment.

Study 7
Method.
Participants. Participants were 225 (117 men and 108
women) American Mechanical Turk workers who participated for
$1.00 payment. Based upon funding constraints the sample size
was predetermined to be 225.
Stimuli. Thirty male faces with neutral expressions were taken
from the KDEF database (Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). The
faces were Fourier transformed and multiplied by high-pass
Gaussian filters that preserved low (⬍8 cycles/face width) spatial
frequencies (see Figure 3). Full spectrum (FS) faces were also
used.
Procedure. Participants rated the appropriate punishment for
15 perpetrators with full spectrum faces and 15 perpetrators with
low frequency faces on the same 13-point scale adopted from the
justice-research literature as Study 6 (Carlsmith et al., 2002; Dar-
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ley et al., 2001). At the beginning of the task, the participant
received a message from the experimenter apologizing for the
programing glitch, explaining that some of the faces may appear as
low resolution depending upon the participants browser and monitor.
Thirty norm violations were randomly selected from Studies 1
and 2. Therefore, the actions were preselected for sentences longer
than 5 years and used language from the federal sentencing guidelines. Examples actions are “Blackmailed a Congressman for
$100,000” and “Committed first degree murder.” The spatial frequency of the faces was counterbalanced across participants. To
avoid spurious face-action effects, the action-face pairings were
randomly determined for each participant.
Results. A 2 (Spatial frequency: Low only, Full) ⫻ 2 (Block
Order: Upright first, Inverted First) repeated measure ANOVA
revealed a significant effect of blurring on punitiveness, with low
frequency faces (M ⫽ 8.6, SD ⫽ .32) receiving significantly more
lenient punishments than normal faces (M ⫽ 9.2, SD ⫽ .29), F(1,
222) ⫽ 53.2, p ⬍ .001, 2p ⫽ .12.
Discussion. Studies 6 and 7 directly link face-typical processing to willingness to punish. Study 6 impairs typical face processing and demonstrates that impairments in face processing increase
punitiveness. Study 7 impairs featural processing and demonstrates
that increased reliance on face-typical processing decreases punitiveness. As Figure 5 shows, inverted faces and low spatial frequency faces have opposite effects on punitiveness. More important, although both Studies 6 and 7 distort faces, in line with our
predictions they affect punitiveness in opposing directions. Taken
together, Studies 6 and 7 suggest an inhibition of face-typical
processing functions to increase the punitive drive.

General Discussion
Seven studies yielded substantial support for the key predictions
of the theory of perceptual dehumanization. The results suggest
that participants visually processed the faces of norm violators
atypically and these changes in visual perception facilitated punitive behavior. Studies 1–5 use a multimethod array of techniques
to produce convergent evidence that the visual mechanisms that
enable face-typical processing are inhibited upon learning someone is a norm violator.
Studies 3 through 5 underscore that that these attenuations of
face-typical processing are specific to norm violators. Study 3
controls for valence as a potential confound by using the same
actions across conditions and only varying the role faces are
assigned (victim or perpetrator). Study 4 and 5 more stringently
test the functionalist logic of perceptual dehumanization by applying Alicke’s model (2000) of culpable control and manipulating
the degree to which observers see perpetrators as blameworthy.
The results of these studies are consistent with the functionalist
hypothesis that perceptual dehumanization effects are driven by
the desire to punish.
Studies 6 and 7 establish a functionalist link between face
processing and punishment. They directly manipulate face processing and show that face-typical processing reduces punitive
drive. This establishes the link between visual processing and
social behavior.
Returning to our core argument, to establish a functionalist
relationship, face processing needs to interact with punitive be-
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Figure 5. The results of Studies 6 and 7 directly link perceptual dehumanization to an increased willingness
to punish. Study 6 demonstrates inversion increases punitiveness. Study 7 demonstrates that low frequency
spatial reduce punitiveness.

havior in two ways: (a) social cues must induce changes in face
processing; (b) changes in face processing must facilitate socially
significant behavior. Series 1 established the link between social
cues and face processing. Series 2 established the link between
face processing and socially relevant behavior. The most parsimonious explanation is that changes in face-typical processing serve
the social function of facilitating the punishment of norm violators.
We posit this mechanism enables individuals to satisfy conflicting
demands imposed by the complexities of social interdependence:
balancing the need to get along and cooperate with the need to
deter norm violations.

Methodological Conclusions
A clear advantage of the perception literature is its emphasis on
mechanism, which makes it easier than in much of social psychology to pinpoint the exact strengths as well as confounds in any

particular paradigm. In Table 1, we outline the offsetting strengths
and weaknesses of each paradigm used. Although each paradigm
is potentially problematic, alternative artifactual explanations can
be rendered implausible across these methodologically diverse
studies. Weighing the entirety of the evidence, our results demonstrate impairment in the face typical processing of norm violators.
Readers familiar with the history of experimental psychology
will recognize a resemblance between our findings and controversies dating back to the 1950s on the conditions under which social
processes can influence perceptual processes (Bruner & Goodman,
1947). The controversies centered on two issues: (a) replicability
and (b) the possibility that effects are because of response threshold shifts (or response biases), rather than perceptual shifts. We
have shown replicability across different manipulations of perceptual processing (see Table 1), and across different types of facial
and contextual parameters by manipulating display timing and

Table 1
Convergent Operationalizations of Perceptual Dehumanization
Task (Mechanism Impaired)

Description

Negative task features

Confounds controlled for

Facial Inversion Effect (face-typical processing) In a recognition memory,
The mechanism underlying the Task structure controls for response
task facial inversion is
impairment is unclear and
bias
used to impair face-typical
the task uses recall.
processing
Low Frequency Resolution (featural
In a recognition memory task A recognition recall paradigm. Effects are in the opposite direction,
processing)
removal of high spatial
controlling for any attentional
frequency information
effects (controlling for attentional
impairs featural processing
effects)
Facial Composite Task (holistic processing)
In a task facial offsetting is
The “partial” design may be
Clearest manipulation of holistic
used to impair holistic
associated with a response
processing; uses a perceptual
processing
bias.
matching task
Note. Table 1 documents the strengths and weaknesses of each of the methods used to impair holistic processing.
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display size. Additionally, we have taken a key step to eliminate
response bias by designing a task in such a way that response bias
cannot influence key variables. Response bias would be problematic if the independent variables (facial orientation and action
valence) had been the response variable (and participants had been
selecting an action to match a particular face). In Studies 1, 2, and
5, faces were randomized across actions and perceptual manipulations, and responses were uncorrelated with the main and interactive effects of the independent variables. A response bias would
require a threshold shift toward particular types of faces. In these
studies, faces were randomized across all other dimensions, rendering a systematic threshold shift a very unlikely counterexplanation.
Notably, we tested a potentially general theory in a specific
domain. Many features of the punitive response make punishment
well suited to test the theory of perceptual dehumanization. By
studying punishment, researchers can isolate the effect of social
information on face processing. Unlike researchers who study
racial discrimination or ethnic genocide, those studying punitiveness can randomly pair facial stimuli to social categories. As a
result, they are better positioned to show that perceptual effects are
driven by the manipulation of social information, not by properties
of the stimulus.
Second, in previous work on social information and face perception, attenuations in facial processing may be a generic response to negative associations (i.e., out-group derogation or enhanced positive associations with the in-group) and not relate to
the function of (actively or passively) facilitating harm. More
important, in the domain of punishment, the conditions under
which individuals desire to inflict harm are well established. Prior
work has decoupled punitive motives from generic negativity
associated with particular actions. It is only when the perpetrator is
seen as culpable (Alicke, 2000) or blameworthy (Malle, Monroe,
Guglielmo, & 2014; Weiner, Graham, & Reyna, 1997) that people
express retributive tendencies, (Tetlock et al., 2007).
Finally, it was possible to measure the effect of face processing
on social behavior (punitive drives) directly. A large body of
research has developed tools for measuring punitive attitudes (e.g.,
Carlsmith et al., 2002; McKee & Feather, 2008). Moreover, unlike
work on racial attitudes, which finds considerable concealment or
self-censorship of attitudes (Norton, Vandello, & Darley, 2004),
harming norm violators is relatively socially acceptable (Tyler,
2006). Of course, perceptual dehumanization may occur more
broadly; however, this remains a topic for future research.
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Theoretical Conclusions
It is also important to preempt confusion about the term “perceptual dehumanization,” which is tempting to conflate with the
much more extensively studied phenomenon of dehumanization.
Several prominent theorists have identified the social construct of
dehumanization as a mechanism that facilitates harming others.
Opotow (1990) posited that dehumanization allows people to be
placed outside the boundary beyond which moral rules apply.
Bandura proposed that dehumanization is one way in which moral
self-sanctions are selectively disengaged. And according to Kelman (1973), when people are divested of the agentic and communal aspects of humanity, they lose the capacity to evoke compassion and moral emotions.
Our research suggests perceptual dehumanization, like the historic construct, acts to facilitate harm. However, unlike the historic
construct, perceptual dehumanization does not require endorsing
negative stereotypes of the target group and likely functions with
less awareness and on a more rapid time scale. Indeed, we propose
that one mechanism for inhibiting cooperative impulses and facilitating punishment is rapid-fire shifts in the perceptual categorization of norm violators, in which the faces of norm violators cease
to be seen as fully human.
Although we have shown that perceptual dehumanization facilitates punishment, it may function more broadly than just applying
to norm violators. For example, prior research has demonstrated an
attenuation in face-specific processing of individuals of other races
(e.g., Michel et al., 2006) and out-group members (e.g., MacLin &
Malpass, 2003). Table 2 lays out these potential parallels between
the perceptual literature on attenuation of face typical processing
and the social psychological literature on dehumanization and
discrimination.
The fact that the attenuation of face-typical processing applies
broadly, even to minimal (experimentally created) groups, suggests there may be an asymmetric relationship between perceptual
dehumanization and more explicit forms of dehumanization. It
may be possible to perceptually dehumanize without engaging in
the explicit hatred or derogation of social-psychological dehumanization, but it is probably impossible to engage in nasty overt
dehumanization without the subtle assistance of perceptual dehumanization. In short, our larger and more speculative claim is that
perceptual dehumanization is a necessary but far from sufficient
condition for dehumanization (as the term is used in the social
psychological literature).

Table 2
Convergent Evidence for Perceptual Dehumanization
Category
Race
Group
Gender
Dominate group

Perceptual effects
Michel, Rossion, Han, Chung, & Caldara,
2006; Rhodes, Hayward, & Winkler,
2006; Tanaka, Kiefer, & Bukach, 2004
Bernstein, Young, & Hugenberg, 2007;
Hugenberg & Corneille, 2009
Bernard, Gervais, Allen, Campomizzi, &
Klein 2012
Shriver, Young, Hugenberg, Bernstein, &
Lanter, 2008

Dehumanization
Jahoda, 1999; Cuddy, Rock, & Norton, 2007
Bar-Tal, 2000; Castano & Giner-Sorolla, 2006;
Vaes, Paladino, Castelli, Leyens, &
Giovanazzi, 2003
Nussbaum, 1999; Fredrickson & Roberts,
1997;
Hodson & Costello, 2007

Discrimination
Ayres, 1991; Milkman, Akinola, &
Chugh, 2012; Norton, Vandello, &
Darley, 2004
Tajfel, 1970
MacKinnon, 1987; Norton, Vandello,
& Darley, 2004
Sidanius & Pratto, 2001

Note. Table 2 documents the co-occurrence between the attenuation of face typical processing and the mistreatment of social groups.
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Perceptual dehumanization may be so pervasive because it
allows us to seamlessly navigate the emotional complexities of the
social world. Human societies— unlike those of most other species—are based on large-scale cooperation among genetically unrelated individuals. As in other species, the social world of our
ancestors contained individuals who were poised to exploit others
if such acts were self-beneficial (Daly & Wilson, 1988; Duntley,
2005; Buss & Duntley, 2004). A sustainable social order requires
beings that can switch readily between cooperation and punitiveness. Indeed, laboratory experiments and formal models alike
suggest that the cooperative equilibria critical to human social
groupings would be impossible without tit-for-tat rules and thirdparty punishment of norm violators (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981;
Fehr & Gächter, 2000; Nowak, 2006).
A larger issue lurking in the background are prevalent stereotypes about human nature, although alternative views in the social
psychological literature do exist (Tetlock, 2002). It is generally
believed that people (at least in affluent Western societies) have a
default reaction of empathy in the face of others’ pain. However,
the ease with which our test subjects were able to “turn off” their
empathy to do their social duty and punish norm violators and
harm others more generally certainly calls the stereotype of empathy as a default part of human nature into question. This assumption is consistent with a good deal of work in developmental
and social psychology (Hamlin, Wynn & Bloom, 2007; Tetlock et
al., 2007).
Alternatively, one could make the opposite argument that
empathy is required to overcome the natural tendency toward
punitiveness and other forms of callousness. For example, one
could posit that it makes greater survival sense for organisms to
assume harmful actions or intentions and then to correct when
this turns out to be untrue, than to begin with empathy and then
need to overcome it. In this view, the humans’ default is not to
engage in face specific processing, and it is only when empathic
processes are engaged that people do so. Past research on face
processing has indeed suggested the possibility that “facespecific” processing is not the default processing of human
faces (Van Bavel et al., 2011).
In summary, our results reveal previously experimentally
unexplored connections across levels of analyses, between the
more macro social phenomena of punishment to the more micro
mechanisms of face perception. Our data also potentially bridge
neuro-cognitive work on facial and object perception with social psychological work on norm enforcement and punitiveness.
Perceptual dehumanization suggests that crucial adaptations to
group life, such as our capacity to enforce norms essential for
reaching and maintaining cooperative equilibria, are internalized at a surprisingly basic perceptual-cognitive level of mental
functioning.
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